PIPE17

Streamline Operations Between
ShipHero & Your Other
Applications with Pipe17
Pipe17 is now directly integrated with ShipHero. This
added functionality will let clients seamlessly connect
ShipHero to a growing range of eCommerce applications.
As a fully integrated option with ShipHero, Pipe17 enables seamless
integration with more than 75 different eCommerce applications to
ShipHero. These integrations cover the spectrum of necessary and
crucial aspects of running an eCommerce business, including
financials, ERPs, points of sale, returns management and more.

A Solution for
MultiChannel Fulfillment
Pipe17’s strength lies in making it easy for eCommerce businesses to connect ShipHero to
the platforms and tools they need to incorporate ShipHero into their multi-channel solution.
Multichannnel, or omnichannel, selling is a key aspect of eCommerce and Pipe17 offers Fulfillment clients the
ability to better manage their order fulfillment lifecycle. Ingest orders from any source and set specific rules for
how and where they get fulfilled. Clients can then send orders to ShipHero or route them to a dropship provider,
a retail store or your own warehouse based on SKU, availability, location and more.

Pipe17’s Integrations
Fulfillment

Barrett

Mochila

ExodusDirect

Symbia

Ware2Go

Warehouses

Da Vinci

Veracore

OIMS

BrightPearl

Orderhive

QuickBooks Commerce
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Seamless Connectivity
No need for code or IT support required. Pipe17
provides eCommerce businesses with the
ability to integrate their applications seamlessly.
ShipHero Fulfillment clients can find new ways to make
growth possible. Pipe17 is the smarter solution
eCommerce businesses need to find efficiencies in their
operations. By leveraging Pipe17’s integrations, Fulfillment
clients can streamline operations and meet the challenge
of the changing eCommerce landscape.

Connect with ShipHero & Pipe17

If you’re ready to find out what ShipHero
Fulfillment and Pipe17 Integration can do for
you, contact our Fulfillment experts HERE.
If you’re new to ShipHero and would like to
learn more, please click HERE.
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